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Description Stock #380272 - 2020 Mirada by Coachmen with only 2700 miles on it! Full wall
slide, full body paint with diamond shield, wifi ranger, solar prep.Check this
Mirada 29FW! Ready for the best? The Mirada series is one of the highest quality
and most well-known RV brands in the business. Built with pride by Forest River,
this 2020 Mirada 29FW has all the features of a large Class A coach but is
conveniently packed into a compact 30-foot length.This RV measures
approximately 30 feet 7 inches long and features a full-wall slide. The coach
includes the convenience package option featuring a WiFi ranger, solar prep,
stainless steel appliances, exterior speakers, speakers in the bedroom, and a
bedroom radio. The living area features a booth-style dinette, two theater-style
recliners, and a 40" flat-screen TV. If the gang is hungry, you have a compact but
fully equipped kitchen with a refrigerator/freezer, microwave, and stove/oven.The
Mirada's full bath is mid-coach and features a bathroom sink, medicine cabinet,
commode, and full stand-up shower.The master bedroom has a king bed and
benefits from the full wall slide by extending the bedroom cabinets and wardrobe
closet. And there's a 32" LED TV, too.Additional options include the beautiful full
body paint exterior with Diamond Shield paint protection, power drop-down bunk,
driver power seat, dual pane windows, (2) 15,000 BTU A/Cs with heat pumps,
exterior entertainment center, theater seats, and Travel Easy Roadside
Assistance. A few standard features that help to set the Mirada apart include
solar privacy shades throughout, power windshield shade, a glass door shower,
an Onan generator, an automatic transfer switch for easy set-up, a pass-thru
storage, three-camera monitoring system, and automatic leveling jacks.On the
outside, enjoy the wide 20-foot power awning, abundant external storage, exterior
kitchen, and propane hookup, and an outside entertainment center with a
TV.Travel, tailgating, camping, this Mirada can handle it all in style.We are looking
for people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a
passion for our product and like the idea of working from home, please visit
Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers
- your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is using
a trailer for camping instead.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at
(941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop
RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855)
273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 380272
VIN Number: rvusa-380272
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 29

Item address 14052, East Aurora, New York, United States
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